Choosing Your Steerage Response Strategy

An interactive workshop
Goals for this session

Learning objectives

1. Understand potential impact of steerage policies on business
2. Review options to mitigate steerage using a sample hospital
3. Learn to use Price Shift Calculator to determine least-costly option

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Pleasantville Hospital

- 250-bed community hospital
- Located in suburban, middle class area

- Hospital operates two outpatient facilities
  - On-campus outpatient radiology department
  - Off-campus imaging center billing as HOPD

- Hospital leaders struggle to determine how to react to Anthem’s and UHC’s site of care steerage policies that refuse reimbursement for CT and MRI imaging performed in HOPDs

1) Hospital Outpatient Department
2) UnitedHealthcare; Advisory Board is a subsidiary of Optum, which is part of United Health Group. All analysis in this exercise is independent of and separate from UnitedHealthcare.

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
**Significant UHC, Anthem outpatient volumes**

### Payer Mix

2018

- **UHC**: 15%
- **Anthem**: 5%
- **Self-insured**: 15%
- **Other commercial**: 15%
- **Medicaid**: 45%

**20%**

**UHC and Anthem**

### Procedure Mix

2018

- **X-ray**: 12,137
- **Ultrasound**: 8,033
- **CT**: 7,577
- **MRI**: 2,955

Legend:

- ■ On-campus HOPD
- ■ Off-campus HOPD imaging center

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Four potential responses to steerage

1) Push back against steering payers
2) Lower rates for select payers and/or services to avoid steerage
3) Move OP imaging to freestanding rate, compete aggressively for new market share
4) Court steerage from clinical entities focused on referral management

Focus for today’s workshop

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.

1) Physician ACOs, activist employers, etc.
Introducing the Price Shift Calculator Tool

Navigation
• Introduction
• CPT Input Worksheet
• CPT Price Shift Calculator
• CPT Medicare Rate Calculations
• Procedure Price Shift Worksheet

Overview
Welcome to the Imaging Performance Partnership’s Price Shift Calculator. This tool is designed to assist healthcare professionals, including CFOs, financial analysts, and others who want to gauge the revenue impact of changes in outpatient center billing status (e.g., HOPD to MPFS) or the impact of price, payer mix changes, or hospital volume cuts.

Primary uses

- Analyze impact of changing outpatient center billing status (e.g., HOPD to MPFS)
- Evaluate impact of price, payer mix changes
- Model required volumes needed to break even on price cuts

To download, visit advisory.com/ipp/tools

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Careful process needed to plan response

1. Size the impact
   - Determine payer mix, current rates for UHC/Anthem imaging patients
   - Calculate impact of potential loss of all CT/MRI volumes for UHC/Anthem patients at HOPD

2. Calculate retention option costs
   - Options could include price cuts, switching current off-campus HOPD to freestanding billing, entering into joint venture with freestanding center, or building new center

3. Account for retention value of UHC/Anthem patients
   - Calculate revenue generated by UHC/Anthem CT/MRI patients otherwise lost
   - Discount to account for shift from HOPD to freestanding rates
   - Subtract from retention cost so cost is lowered

4. Compare options
   - Select the least costly option to imaging’s bottom line
   - Losing UHC/Anthem patients may generate the least loss

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Step 1: Size the impact of CT/MRI steerage

1. Open the “Steerage Case Exercise” file. This file is a modified version of the Price Shift Calculator that has data pre-filled.

2. Select the “CPT_1” tab. This tab contains the CPT codes linked to all UHC/Anthem CT and MRI patients, which the hospital will lose due to these payers’ steerage policies.

3. Select the “Calculator1” tab. Under the Payer Mix table, find the row for UHC and Anthem, and then set the “New Payment Rate Relative to Medicare” to 0, effectively eliminating revenue from UHC and Anthem.

4. Scroll down to see the impact of losing all UHC/Anthem CT/MRI patients.

---

Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response

Value of all UHC/Anthem CTMRI patients

Size the impact | Calculate option costs | Account for retention value | Compare options

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Step 2a: Evaluate cost of price cuts

What if UHC and Anthem just paid freestanding rates?

1. Remaining on the “Calculator1” tab, find the “New Payment Rate Relative to Medicare” values for UHC and Anthem that you just set to 0.

2. Set both of these values to 125%.
   - UHC will be reduced from 150% of Medicare to 125%.
   - Anthem will be reduced from 175% to 125%.

3. Scroll down to see the impact of these price reductions.

Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response

- Value of all UHC/Anthem CT/MRI patients
- Cost of price cuts
- Value of UHC/Anthem volumes after price cut

Size the impact Calculate option costs Account for retention value Compare options

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Visualizing retention of hospital volumes

Base case ("do nothing")

Hospital (HOPD)  OP center (HOPD)

Hospital and OP center both lose all UHC/Anthem patients due to steerage

Flip OP center to freestanding rates

Hospital (HOPD)

UHC/Anthem patients at hospital steered to freestanding center, but now reimbursed at discounted rate

OP center (freestanding)

UHC/Anthem patients at freestanding center retained, but now reimbursed at discounted freestanding rate

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Step 2b: Calculate impact of HOPD to freestanding

What if UHC and Anthem just paid freestanding rates?

1. **Move to the “CPT_2” tab.** This tab contains CPT data for Pleasantville’s off-campus outpatient imaging center, which currently bills as an HOPD.

2. **Select the “Calculator2” tab.** Set “Future billing status” to “Freestanding (TC only).”

3. **Scroll down to see the impact** of the billing change.

**Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response**

- Cost of losing all UHC/Anthem CTMRI patients
- Cost of switching off-campus center to freestanding

**Size the impact**

- Calculate option costs
- Account for retention value
- Compare options

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Step 3a: Value retained UHC/Anthem patients

1. **Move to the “CPT_3” tab.** This tab contains CPT data for UHC/Anthem CT/MRI patients at the hospital, excluding those at the OP center who have already been accounted for in the previous calculation.

2. **Select the “Calculator3” tab.** Set “Future billing status” to “Freestanding (TC only).” This simulates the change in value from moving these UHC/Anthem patients from the on-campus HOPD to the off-campus center now billing as freestanding.

3. **Scroll down to see the impact of the billing change.** The important number we want here is the “Future – Overall” value of the CT and MRI patients. This is the value of retaining them by changing the billing status of our off-campus center.

---

**Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of UHC/Anthem CTMRI patients at hospital</th>
<th>Reduction from shift to freestanding</th>
<th>Net value of UHC/Anthem hospital patients now at freestanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Step 3b: Calculate net cost of switching billing status

Be wary of double-counting volumes

-$1.8M Cost of switching off-campus HOPD center to MPFS

+$600K Value of UHC/Anthem CT and MRI patients at the hospital ($716K) discounted to account for shift to MPFS

-$1.2M Net cost of switching off-campus HOPD center to MPFS

Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost of changing OP center to freestanding</th>
<th>Net cost of changing billing status of OP center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain from retained hospital-based Anthem/UHC patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size the impact
Calculate option costs
Account for retention value
Compare options

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Decision analysis: What did you choose and why?

First choice: Option B
- Negotiating lower rates least costly, most desirable option
- Accepting lower prices on UHC/Anthem patients less costly ($275K) than losing them outright ($1.4M)

Second choice: Option C
- If negotiation not an option, Option C less costly ($1.2M) than losing all UHC/Anthem patients ($1.4M)
- May attract additional price sensitive patients to freestanding site

Third choice: Option A
- Most costly, least desirable option

Impact of Pleasantville Hospital steerage response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
<th>Option C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lose all UHC/Anthem HOPD patients</td>
<td>UHC/Anthem price cuts to freestanding</td>
<td>Shift HOPD to freestanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-$1.4M</td>
<td>-$275K</td>
<td>-$1.2M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
Real analyses can be more complicated…

Additional considerations, resources for planning your response

- Does your off-campus HOPD have sufficient capacity to absorb additional volumes?
- What would the additional cost be of adding a new CT or MRI machine to your center?
- Is there potential to capture price-sensitive patients from existing competitors?
- Is there potential for your freestanding center to cannibalize existing on-campus HOPD volumes?
- Are there potential joint venture partners who could help you profitably operate a freestanding center?

Additional Partnership resources

- Price shift calculator
- Imaging capacity modeling tool
- Imaging pricing toolkit
- Scrutiny over hospital imaging prices continue: how you should respond
- Growing outpatient imaging
- Top 5 questions on site neutral payments, answered
- How Medicare’s final rules affect imaging in 2019
- Imaging consumer survey results portal

Source: Imaging Performance Partnership interviews and analysis.
LEGAL CAVEAT
Advisory Board has made efforts to verify the accuracy of the information it provides to members. This report relies on data obtained from many sources, however, and Advisory Board cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information provided or any analysis based thereon. In addition, Advisory Board is not in the business of giving legal, medical, accounting, or other professional advice, and its reports should not be construed as professional advice. In particular, members should not rely on any legal commentary in this report as a basis for action, or assume that any tactics described herein would be permitted by applicable law or appropriate for a given member’s situation. Members are advised to consult with appropriate professionals concerning legal, medical, tax, or accounting issues, before implementing any of these tactics. Neither Advisory Board nor its officers, directors, trustees, employees, and agents shall be liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this report, whether caused by Advisory Board or any of its employees or agents, or sources or other third parties, (b) any recommendation or graded ranking by Advisory Board, or (c) failure of member and its employees and agents to abide by the terms set forth herein.

Advisory Board and the “A” logo are registered trademarks of The Advisory Board Company in the United States and other countries. Members are not permitted to use these trademarks, or any other trademark, product name, service name, trade name, and logo of Advisory Board without prior written consent of Advisory Board. All other trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos used within these pages are the property of their respective holders. Use of other company trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos or images of the same does not necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such company of Advisory Board and its products and services, or (b) an endorsement of the company or its products or services by Advisory Board. Advisory Board is not affiliated with any such company.

IMPORTANT: Please read the following.
Advisory Board has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its members. Each member acknowledges and agrees that this report and the information contained herein (collectively, the “Report”) are confidential and proprietary to Advisory Board. By accepting delivery of this Report, each member agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein, including the following:

1. Advisory Board owns all right, title, and interest in and to this Report. Except as stated herein, no right, license, permission, or interest of any kind in this Report is intended to be given, transferred to, or acquired by a member. Each member is authorized to use this Report only to the extent expressly authorized herein.

2. Each member shall not sell, license, republish, or post online or otherwise this Report, in part or in whole. Each member shall not disseminate or permit the use of, and shall take reasonable precautions to prevent such dissemination or use of, this Report by (a) any of its employees and agents (except as stated below), or (b) any third party.

3. Each member may make this Report available solely to those of its employees and agents who (a) are registered for the workshop or membership program of which this Report is a part, (b) require access to this Report in order to learn from the information described herein, and (c) agree not to disclose this Report to other employees or agents or any third party. Each member shall use, and shall ensure that its employees and agents use, this Report for its internal use only. Each member may make a limited number of copies, solely as adequate for use by its employees and agents in accordance with the terms herein.

4. Each member shall not remove from this Report any confidential markings, copyright notices, and/or other similar indicia herein.

5. Each member is responsible for any breach of its obligations as stated herein by any of its employees or agents.

6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the foregoing obligations, then such member shall promptly return this Report and all copies thereof to Advisory Board.
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